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Richmond understands the speed at which digital teaching is 
evolving and aims to offer solutions for a variety of situations.

Think about how you like to teach and we’ll help you find the 

appropriate English program and digital materials to succeed.

COURSE WEBSITES

Digital teaching

LEARNING PLATFORMS APP

DIGITAL BOOKS

Richmond DIGITAL
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Boost your English
movies, music, games, news, friends

www.english-attack.com

Enrich your 

vocabulary. V
isual 

dictionaries on 

a wide range of 

topics.

Improve your 

English with the best 

video clips. More than 

5000 movies, music 

videos, TV series and 

news.

A revolutionary concept in dynamic language games. A motivational 

ecosystem with 

rewards and 

challenges. Points, 

badges, level 

progression cards.

ONE YEAR

LICENCES

AVAILABLE
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Practice English with our selection of English Attack! exercises

My School Platform
for teachers

Assign homework, follow-up and be 

in contact with your students.
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Richmond DIGITAL

  As well as these Study Materials, students 
can access the Play area where they will find a 
series of vocabulary games. 

  All the interactive content is linked to a 
Gradebook, so teachers can monitor the 
progress of their students.

  Teachers and students can also access the 
Richmond Cartoons through Spiral. These 
fun animated videos present learners with 
language appropriate to their level and come 
accompanied by interactive exercises to 
practice this language. 

 The system of levels and gems will motivate 
students to keep playing and improving their 
scores so that they can go up through the 
levels and win gems. They will also enjoy 
competing to be the weekly class champion. 

www.richmondspiral.com

STUDY
ACTIVITIES
CARTOONS

GRADEBOOK
RESOURCES

TESTS

PLAY

Richmond Spiral is Richmond’s new Virtual Learning 
Environment designed for young learners. Teachers and students 
can find a wealth of interactive content and other resources 
related to the course they are studying in class. Currently you can 
find content related to related to the Wonder, Young Achievers, 
Skyrocket and Achievers series.
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SERVICES 
CONTENT

Academic Content  •  Academic Services

For more information visit: www.santillanacompartir.cl

Santillana Compartir strengthens the educational model of your 
school with print and digital materials, and academic services for 

the ongoing training of your teaching staff.
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Richmond PRESCHOOL

Cubby House is a new three-level preschool series that 
incorporates multiple teaching methodologies to provide children 
with the best learning experience. The series focuses on 
fostering cognitive skills and motor skills development through 
activities such as running, dancing, jumping, imitating animal 
movements, drawing, tracing lines and numbers, cutting with 
scissors and more.

With Cubby House students will learn values for building a sense 
of community and well-being; complete a project per unit that 
will allow them to be creative, be involved in age-appropriate 
activities to develop mathematical thinking, such as recognizing 
numbers, counting, identifying more and less; and develop their 
reading skills through original and fun stories.

CUBBY HOUSE
Fanny Riva Palacio & Stefania Villarreal
Number of levels: 3

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Guía del Maestro 
(In Spanish)

  Class & Resource CD 

  Flashcards

  Story Cards

For Students
  Student’s Book + Audio CD



Teacher’s 
Resource Book

Stickers & Pop-outsReaders 1,2,3

Class CD

PIP’S PHONICS
Gill Budgell
Number of levels: 3
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Pip’s Phonics is based on the internationally recognised Synthetic 
Phonics methodology and It’s mainly about reading, writing and 
pronunciation in English. The series has been specially written for 
Spanish speaking children and seeks to meet different learning 
styles through multi-sensory activities.

Pip’s Phonics offers clear and direct support for teachers with 
step-by-step weekly lesson plans, pronunciation tips, letter 
formation guidance as well as lots of activity ideas.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Students
  Student’s Book + Stickers + 
Pop-Outs + Readers

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Resource 
Book

  i-Book 

  Class CD

  Website
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Richmond PRESCHOOL
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CRICKETS 
Annette Flavel, Francisco Loyda, 
Isabel Moreno and Fanny Riva Palacio 
Number of levels: 4

Crickets is a four-level preschool series that integrates all the 
domains of early learning. The learning cycle is based on the 5 
E’s methodology (Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate). 
This instruction model relies on the constructivist approach to 
learning.
 
With Crickets students will build on previous knowledge through a 
constructivist approach, develop cognitive and early literacy skills, 
work with age-appropriate CLIL lessons, use ICT (Information 
and Communication Technology) through interactive activities 
and videos begin exploring stories through a complete cycle of 
reading activities.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers (N)
  Student’s Book with Teacher’s Notes 
+ Class & Resource CD

  Flashcards

For Teachers (1,2 & 3)
  Teacher’s Guide

  Teacher’s Resource CD

  Class CD

  Story Cards

  Flashcards

  Classroom Language Flashcards

  Cricket Tales

  Digital Book

For Students (1,2 &3)
  Student’s Book + Audio CD 
+ Cricket Tales

  Practice Book

For Students (N)
  Student’s Book with Teacher’s Notes 
+ Class & Resource CD
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Pebbles is a three-level preschool course which introduces very 
young learners to English through a series of fun and stimulating 
activities. It’s flexible and it caters to schools with varied needs. 
Language is presented in fun and relevant contexts as it offers 
Pictionary Puzzles for children to practice vocabulary. Teachers 
are also provided with photocopiable tracing material for their 
students to develop prewriting skills.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers (N)
  Student’s Book with Teacher’s Notes

  Class CD

For Teachers (1,2 & 3)
  Teacher’s Guide (Levels 1-3)

  Class CD

  Big Book

  Posters and Cutouts

  Digital Book

  Teacher’s Resource CD ROM

  Classroom Language Cards

For Students (1,2 &3)
  Student’s Book + Audio CD 
+ Resource Pack

  Activity Pad

PEBBLES 
Marlina Bahena
Number of levels: 3

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide (in Spanish)

  Class CD

  Flashcards

For Students
  Student’s Book + Audio CD

  Resource Booklet

  Hands-on Activity Pad

For Students (N)
  Student’s Book with Teacher’s Notes

  Student’s CD

GUMDROPS 
Rebecca Lee Williams
Number of levels: 4

Gumdrops is an exciting, comprehensive, four-level preschool 
series that incorporates the most recent methodology proven to 
be effective in teaching little ones English. It provides students 
with positive early childhood experiences in a wide range of 
relevant contexts.
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Richmond PRESCHOOL

A Preschool series that helps students develop the crucial areas 
of learning and development: Personal and Social Development, 
Language and Literacy, Mathematics, Knowing about the 
World and the Environment, Artistic Development, and Physical 
Development. It also includes fun activities so children can 
assimilate concepts, grammar and vocabulary.

Math Adventures is an innovative two-level course for teaching 
mathematics to preschool children through engaging hands-on 
activities. The series teaches skills such as counting, recognizing, 
patterning, sorting, graphing, estimating, comparing, measuring 
and problem solving.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 
For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

  Class CD

  Big Book

  Posters and Cutouts

  Digital Book

For Students
  Student’s Book + Audio CD 
+ Stickers

  Activity Book

14

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide with Pocket Cube

  Resource Pack

  Teacher’s Resource CD

For Students
  Student’s Book + Audio CD

  Resource Pack

M@th Adventures 
Rebecca Lee Williams 
Number of levels: 2

TIPPY TOES
Rebecca Williams
Number of levels: 3
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Richmond BILINGUAL PROGRAM

TAILORED TO THE

CHILEAN CURRICULUM

PRACTICAL 
SKILLS AND 

COMPETENCES

2
CONSTANT 

ASSESSMENT

1
DIVERSITY  

AND VALUES

3

INFORMATION 
AND 

COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGIES 

(ICT)

4
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The Pathway series is a CLIL course for primary students 
with lots of fun hands-on activities to help learners develop 
competences in Social Studies, Science and Math while 
developing their English language proficiency. Pathway enables 
students to transfer their English skills to another content area 
while reinforcing their knowledge of these subjects.

PATHWAY 
Number of levels: 6

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide

  Reinforcement and Extension 
Worksheets

  Evaluations A and B Format

  Digital Book

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Activity Cards

  Workbook (Math only)

Digital Book

Student’s Book
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Richmond BILINGUAL PROGRAM
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The activities in Abracadabra are designed to encourage the 
constant recycling of vocabulary and language structures so 
students can discover how language works and begin using 
it gradually and successfully. Abracadabra also promotes the 
development of the four skills: listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing.

With Abracadabra students will use their critical thinking 
skills when working with appealing optical illusions, practice 
pronunciation using the recorded Pictionary words as a model, 
and learn everyday expressions through the Functional Language 
section.

ABRACADABRA
Lenore Cohen and Sarah Fash
Number of levels: 6

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Richmond PRIMARY

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide (in Spanish)

  Flashcards

  Teacher’s Resource CD with Audio

  Digital Book

For Students
  Student’s Book + Audio CD
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Wonder invites students to be excited by something new. The 
methodology will provide a pleasant learning experience for 
both the children and the teacher. Each unit is a web of different 
strands of learning objectives leading off from a central focus: 
the Knowledge,  Creative, Literacy, Culture and Situational/
Functional Strands.

WONDER
Susan House and Katharine Scott
Number of levels: 6

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

  Teacher’s Resource Book

  Teacher’s Audio Material

  Flashcards

  i-Solutions

For Students
  Student’s Book + Stickers 
(1-2) + Pop-outs (1-4)

  Activity Book + Audio CD

Skyrocket encourages children to focus on the topic more than on the structures and vocabulary being 
presented. There is, however, a very solid and structured grammar syllabus throughout the series. As a plus, 
Skyrocket offers a literature section that allows students to experience reading for pleasure.

SKYROCKET
Sarah Fash, Andrew Starling, Lindsay Ruggles and Sarah Conway
Number of levels: 6

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide

  Class Audio CD

  Teacher’s Resource CD

  Posters and Word Cards

  Digital Book

  Digital Media Projects (level 3-6)

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Practice Book + Audio CD

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Optional Components
  Skyrocket Your Grammar Student’s Book

  Skyrocket Your Grammar Teacher’s Guide

  Skyrocket Your Grammar Class Audio
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CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Poster

Teacher’s i-Book

Student’s Book

Flashcards

Richmond PRIMARY

Young Achievers will challenge and motivate. A blend of skills, a 
fast-paced grammar syllabus and phonics provide children with 
a strong foundation. This, combined with a cross-curricular and 
cultural focus give primary children all the tools they need for 
success.

Throughout the course children are presented with integrated 
external exam practice for international exams to give them the 
confidence they need.

Young Achievers aims to provide children with all the support 
they need to achieve all their language goals.

YOUNG ACHIEVERS
Sara Fash, Suzanne Harris, Martyn Hobbs, Julia Starr Keddle
Number of levels: 6

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book 

  Teacher’s Resource Book

  Flashcards and Word Cards

  Teacher’s i-Book

  Teacher’s Audio Material

For Students
  Student’s Book + Pop-Outs 
+ Stickers (levels 1-2)

   Activity Book + Audio CD
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CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

COOL KIDS
Gabriela Zapiain, Silvia Zapiain, Joep van der Werff, 
Andrew Starling, Jeanette Greenwell, Ana Foncerrada, 
Martha Fernández, Erika Lizárraga, Karen Castro-
Gustavsson, Suzanne Guerrero, Michael Rowe, Julián 
Trejo and Claudia Bonilla
Number of levels: 6

Digital Book

Student’s Book

This six-level series for primary school children caters to different 
learning styles. Its Cool features, such as Cool Pictionary, 
Expressions, Grammar and Crafts encourage student’s use of 
vocabulary, everyday expressions, structures and creativity. 

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide 

  Class CD

  Resource CD-ROM

  Flashcards

  Digital Book

For Students
  Student’s Book + Audio CD

  Workbook

  Cool Reading
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CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
Richmond PRIMARY

BEEP
Brenda Dunne and Robin Newton
Number of levels: 6

Beep is based on the guiding principle that all contexts and 
situations in which English is presented should be meaningful and 
relevant and draw upon the students own worlds.

Among its Key features, students will interact with CLIL, Phonics, 
and Literacy lessons.

This series incorporates a combination of important elements: 
methodological excellence, organization, clear-cut activities, 
challenging degree of difficulty. Each level has been designed in 
a different way in order to meet the expectations and goals of 
each grade.

Kids’ Web will also follow students’ personal growth and aid in 
their cognitive and intellectual development.

KIDS’ WEB
Paul Seligson
Number of levels: 5

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES 

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book 

  Teacher’s Resource Book

  Class CD

  Posters

  DVD

  Teacher’s i-Solutions Pack: i-Book 
+ CD-ROM (levels 1-2) + Activity 
Generator (levels 3-6)

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide 

  Class CD

  Digital Book

For Students
  Student’s Book + 

 Activity Book 
 Reader 
 Reader CD 
 Pop-Outs 
 Cut-Outs 
 Student’s CD-ROM 
 Beep on Grammar (levels 3-6)

For Students
  Student’s Book + Student’s 
CD-ROM

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2
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Grow your students’             
potential with TOEFL®

We’re the next  

TOEFL generation
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Richmond READERS
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RICHMOND
PRIMARY READERS

RICHMOND
ELT POPCORN READERS
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STOPWATCH
Simon Brewster, Viviane Kirmeliene and Alastair Lane 
Number of levels: 6 (Full version); 12 (Split edition)

28 www.richmondelt.cl

Richmond SECONDARY

With Stopwatch students will be able to reinforce visual literacy 
skills through icons and photos; use critical thinking skills to 
answer thought-provoking questions; become aware of cultural 
differences; be motivated by challenges; learn vocabulary and 
grammar in realistic contexts; engage with down-to-earth topics; 
access practice opportunities; and enjoy hands-on projects.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Guide

  Teacher’s Toolkit (CD): 
  Class audio 
  Exams and exam audio 
 Additional worksheets

  Digital Book

  App

For Students
  Student’s Book with integrated 
Workbook + Audio CD

  App

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2



ACHIEVERS
Carolyn Barraclough, Leanne Gray, Martyn Hobbs, 
Julia Keddle, Jane Revell and Ken Wilson
Number of levels: 6

CEFR A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Teacher’s Digital Book

Teacher’s Resource Book

Student’s Book

A1
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With Achievers students will interact with a challenging, fast-
paced grammar syllabus; contemporary, colloquial English 
throughout; vocabulary extension fostered through large lexical 
sets; vocabulary-building sections; varied speaking practice and 
support including a unique ‘Challenge’ lesson built around an 
ambitious project-like speaking task; high-level skills work with 
challenging Reading and Listening texts and exploitation; and 
three integrated video lessons per level.

Teachers will also access to a wealth of extra photocopiable 
worksheets and tests.

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

  Teacher’s Resource Book

  Teacher’s i-Book

  Teacher’s Audio Material

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Workbook + Audio CD
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Richmond SECONDARY
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English in Motion is a user-friendly course which thoroughly 
integrates practice of the four skills by focusing on vocabulary, 
grammar and pronunciation. The course features an extensive 
range of multi-level resources in both print and digital formats, 
offering a complete learning solution for the classroom. Language 
is presented in context through interesting topics and themes 
and then practiced through diverse activities.
 
English in Motion offers a Culture and CLIL page in every unit, a 
Student’s Multi-ROM with vocabulary, grammar and CLIL games 
and activities; and carefully-graded grammar practice.
 
Teachers will have access to a course website with editable tests.

ENGLISH IN MOTION
Robert Campbell, Gill Holley and Robert Metcalf
Number of levels: 4

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

  Class CDs

  Teacher’s All-in one Book

  Tests

  Test CD

  DVD

  Digital Book

  Website

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Workbook

  Student’s Multi-ROM

  Website

  My Portafolio (downloadable online)

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Student’s Book

Website: www.international-inmotion.net
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Everythingis is a six-level course in American English for 
teenagers, with a particular emphasis on reading and writing 
strategies. The course is organized in a clear and structured 
way, providing students with models and strategies to facilitate 
learning. The methodology ensures that students are guided 
carefully through the course and that they learn how to use 
English in real-life situations.

EVERYTHING
Jim Lawley & Rodrigo Fernández
Number of levels: 6

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

  Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM

  Class CD

For Students
  Student’s Book with integrated 
Practice Book

  Student’s CD-ROM

  Consolidation Units Booklet

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

Target B1 and Target B1+ are a two-level series for teenagers 
taking students from B1 to B2 level. With its clear and systematic 
approach to vocabulary and grammar, the Target series 
consolidates and extends students’ previous knowledge of both 
areas.

Target B1 and Target B1+ focus on strategies for exam success 
and independent language learning, both now and for future 
exams such as FIRST. 

There is a particular focus on developing writing skills, and 
the Over to you! reference sections offer detailed support for 
speaking and writing practice. 

TARGET
Michael Downie,  David Gray and Juan Manuel Jiménez
Number of levels: 2

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

 Class Audio CD

  Digital Book

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Workbook

  CD-ROM



Richmond READERS
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RICHMOND
SECONDARY READERS

RICHMOND
MEDIA & DVD READERS
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Richmond SUPPLEMENTARY

Richmond Practice Tests is a series of three books offering a 
friendly and accessible way to familiarize children with the three 
levels of the Cambridge Young Learners English Exams.

Written by experienced examiners, each book is beautifully 
illustrated in full color and includes three complete practice tests.

eStories CD-ROM 
Contains a selection of beautifully illustrated children’s stories.
The stories are accompanied by music and are a great way of 
introducing young children to the joys of reading. There are three 
levels in all with eight stories per level.

Songs CD-ROM 
Contains all the most popular and fun songs that young children 
love. They are organized by theme so they are easy to find and 
the lyrics of each song are included. Singing is one of the most 
delightful ways to teach and learn a language.

Flashcards CD-ROM 
Contains a set of full-color flashcards that are organized by 
theme, and are an excellent tool for presenting and reinforcing 
vocabulary. The flashcards add interest and variety to any class.

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2

RICHMOND
PRACTICE TESTS
Number of levels: 3

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Resource CD-ROM 
(with Flashcard Bank)

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Audio CD

RICHMOND
PRESCHOOL DIGIPAK

The stories, songs and flashcards can be used 

with any EFL series at preschool level.
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Essential exam practice and training, tips and strategies, plus 
focused practice of the key language used in the exams. 

Target KET for Schools is aimed at 11 to 14-year-olds while 
Target PET and FIRST are perfect for both teenagers and young 
adults.

Richmond Mini Dictionary
  33,000 words, sentences and examples. 

  Includes a mini travel guide with useful phrases.

Richmond Pocket Dictionary
  60,000 words and includes “false friends”

  Colored headwords to make finding the right word easier.

  Full-page color pictures and maps to help you learn new words 
within a visual context.
 
Richmond Compact Dictionary
  Up-to-date vocabulary including internet, computing and 

entertainment.

  Intuitive search functions: headword and full text search. 

TARGET
KET FOR SCHOOLS, PET, FIRST

RICHMOND
DICTIONARIES

COMPONENTS & RESOURCES

For Teachers
  Teacher’s Book

  Class Audio CD

  Website

  Learning Platform 
(for First only)

For Students
  Student’s Book

  Workbook

  Student’s CD-ROM

  Website

  Learning Platform 
(for First only)

Optional
  Teacher’s Practice Tests Book

Optional
  Student’s Practice Tests Book

CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2CEFR A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2



Academic 
Consultancy

For further information about our services,contact us at asupport@richmondelt.com

Mission:
In the continuous pursuit of high standards, Richmond offers 
guidelines and academic strategies along with innovative ideas 
and techniques. 

Our Academic Consultancy team provides educational solutions 
that meet the needs of your institution. 

In the light of the current challenges in education our teachers 
and students face in their personal growth and fulfillment, we 
offer the following academic services: 

   “Working with the series” Workshop
   Methodological Workshops for teachers
   Mock tests for international exams (Starters, Movers, Flyers, 

   KET, PET, FIRST)
   Class observation 
   Addiotionally, we make ourselves available to participate in 

English-related school events (Spelling Bee, Festivals, English 
Week, and so forth)

36



LEVELS LISTENING/SPEAKING READING WRITING

C2
Level 5

CAN advise on or talk about 
complex or sensitive issues, 
understanding colloquial 
references and dealing 
confidently with hostile 
questions.

CAN understand documents, 
correspondence and reports, 
including the finer points of 
complex texts.

CAN write letters on any 
subjects and fuller notes 
of meetings or seminars 
with good expression and 
accuracy.

C1
Level 4

CAN contribute effectively 
to meetings and seminars 
within own area of work 
or keep up a casual 
conversation with a good 
degree of fluency, coping 
with abstract expressions.

CAN read quickly enough 
to cope with an academic 
course, to read the media 
for information or to 
understand non-standard 
correspondence.

CAN prepare/
draft professional 
correspondence, take 
reasonably accurate notes in 
meetings or write an essay 
which shows an ability to 
communicate.

B2
Level 3

CAN follow or give a talk on 
a familiar topic or keep up a 
conversation on a fairly wide 
range of topics.

CAN scan texts for relevant 
information, and understand 
detailed instructions or 
advice.

CAN make notes while 
someone is talking or write 
a letter including non-
standard requests.

B1
Level 2

CAN express opinions on 
abstract/cultural matters in 
a limited way or offer advice 
within a known area, and 
understand instructions or 
public announcements.

CAN understand routine 
information and articles, and 
the general meaning of non-
routine information within a 
familiar area.

CAN write letters or 
make notes on familiar or 
predictable matters.

A2
Level 1

CAN express simple 
opinions or requirements in a 
familiar context.

CAN understand 
straightforward information 
within a known area, such as 
on products and signs and 
simple textbooks or reports 
on familiar matters.

CAN complete forms and 
write short simple letters 
or postcards related to 
personal information.

A1
ALTE
break-through 
level

CAN understand basic 
instructions or take part in a 
basic factual conversation on 
a predictable topic.

CAN understand basic 
notices, instructions or 
information.

CAN complete basic forms, 
and write notes including 
times, dates and places.
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COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK OF REFERENCE 
FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE
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